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The purpose o f this study is to explore the extent to which women identified African 

American healers understand land and nature based medicine as a conduit to physical and 
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healing, and agency for Black women.
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INTRODUCTION

The practice o f healing through medicinal herbs has served as a route o f resilience for 

Enslaved African women in the Americas. Preservation o f African spiritual practices, 

paired with sacred herb knowledge, acted as resistance to white supremacy by working in 

opposition to the ideas of colonialism that insisted on West Africans adopting white 

Christian values. Development and colonialism acted as patriarchal objects; creating a 

line o f demarcation in which working with nature was considered matriarchal or 

feminine. As Vandana Shiva explains it, “... Europe transformed nature from terra mater 

into a machine and a source of raw materials; with this transformation it removed all 

ethical and cognitive constraints against its violation and exploitation. The industrial 

revolution converted economics from the prudent management o f resources for 

sustenance and basic needs into a process of commodity production for profit 

maximization.” Industrialism then creates a spiraling course o f resource exploitation. In 

this dynamic, power, development, and the masculine, are “the new sacred..” and land, 

the feminine, has become the profane or secular. As a result, African/Indigenous 

conjuring, herbal medicine, and pagan spiritual practices became profane as well.

The gendered narratives constructed around biodiversity and politics encouraged the 

exploitation o f land for the sake o f scientific advancement, capitalist development, and 

social power. As Andrea Smith states in her work Conquest, “the colonial/patriarchal 

mind that seeks to control the sexuality o f women and indigenous peoples also seeks to
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control nature.” The gendered narrative o f capitalist development promoted the 

destruction of that which was feminine to make way for that which was masculine.

In contrast to the white masculine agenda, conjuring and rootwork honored the land, 

recognized the mutual relationship between humanity and Earth, and looked to land as an 

ally to freedom rather than an obstacle to be tamed and broken.

The purpose of this study is to explore the extent to which women identified 

African American healers understand land and nature based medicine as a conduit to 

physical and spiritual health. The goal with this thesis is to expand the exploration o f the 

relationship between black women and the Earth through an intersectional lens that 

positions the Earth as a Black matriarchal body, and explores the symbiotic relationship 

between the two. This research will seek to examine and answer the following questions: 

What is the historical and contemporary relationship between black women in the United 

States and land? Is there a need to create sacred space with land? And how do black 

women go about creating sacred spaces with the land?
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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

“In 1492 when Columbus landed on the island o f Cuba, the island was inhabited by 

between 100,000 and 200,000 Ciboney and Arawak Indians. Within decades o f the 

Spaniards settlement o f the island, the original inhabitants were nearby all decimated as 

the result o f disease, physical attacks, and cultural genocide. As a consequence, in order 

to meet their labor needs, the Spaniards brought Africans as Indian replacements. In 

1511, less than two decades later after the arrival of Columbus, the first Africans were 

brought to Cuba as slaves from the island of present-day Haiti and the Dominican 

Republic. Ten years later, 1521, the first Africans were brought from Africa and for the 

next 350 years until the late 1870’s the slave trade continued (Lefever, pg.319).” The 

Scientific Revolution and the development of the Americas took place during 

overlapping times in the 1500’s. As the Scientific Revolution ended approximately in the 

year 1600, shortly 19 years after in the year 1619- the first Africans arrived in the present- 

day United States as slaves. “The Scientific Revolution, spanning the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries, .s taken by many ecofeminists as the time in Western history when 

both women and nature were conceptually devalued (Merchant,Plum wood, Warren). 

Organismic theory had predominated in which the Earth viewed as a nurturing female, 

lay at the center o f a cosmology in which nature and society were dynamically 

interconnected. ‘Modem Science’, it is claimed replaced orgranismic theory with a



mechanistic view o f nature which upheld competition and domination as necessary to the 

pursuit o f progress.”

During the Transatlantic slave trade, traders bought and sold commodities from 

Africa in the form of human cargo as well as various herbs, spices, plants, and other 

vegetation. Colonialism considerably changed the ecology o f the Americas and West 

Africa. Colonialism triggered the uprooting of plants from African soil and incorporated 

them into the American landscape as invasive species (Rashford and Voeks, 118). 

Consequently, the new plants were able to grow in considerable quantities and thrive in 

North American soil thus causing the invasive African plants to kill off several plant 

species beneficial to the native populations, and altering the ecological landscape for 

American Indians. The transaction o f herbs across the Atlantic assisted Africans in 

Brazil, the Caribbean, and the United States in their ability preserve pieces o f their 

rituals, healing methods, and spiritual practices. During this time many African derived 

herb and spirit rituals were transplanted to the Americas during the slave trade.

Enslaved African healing methods were greatly influenced by the spiritual 

practices o f Ifa. In the practice o f Ifa, perceptions of health were deeply integrated into 

land and spirit. “Within Yoruba religion, one’s well being ultimately depends on as he, a 

vital life force energy which permeated the entire universe. Ashe is believed to reside in 

the liquid bearing parts o f all plants. Ashe be enlivened and directed by the conjurer to 

secure health and well-being (pg. 77 in Fett).” Enslaved herbalists believed that a patient 

could increase their susceptibility to illness by straying from the cosmic equilibrium 

imposed by the spirit realm. “Alternatively they may be inadvertent victims o f direct

4



intervention from dead ancestors or more commonly o f purposeful manipulation of the 

spirit realm by magicians and sorcerers. Diagnosis is done by means o f divination and 

trance, often accompanied by reference to ceremony and ritual stored in the collective 

memory. Cures, whether to reestablish spiritual equilibrium or to neutralize black magic, 

are most often affected through votive offerings to the ancestors and spirits, observance 

of taboos, fasting and seclusion, trance, and prescription o f medical plants (Voeks pg.53).

Not only are plants, weeds, and herbs alive with divine power, but they also have 

personality and temperament. “Some are easily frightened and therefore withhold their 

powers by refusing to bloom. Others are retiring and shy. Others have brittle, explosive 

personalities and require the utmost in etiquette and respect before being picked. If not 

pampered, others will simply hide next time you want to find them. The powers of plants 

fluctuate during the course of the day, and like people they rest at night but are enlivened 

by the morning, which is when they are at the peak of their vitality” (Sandroval in 

Brandon, 1993).

Enslaved women's tasks on the plantations gave them a thorough understanding 

of plant knowledge and contributed to the prominence o f Black women becoming the 

sought after herbalists for their families and the larger community. “Female domestic 

labor in particular fostered enslaved women's intimate knowledge o f local botanical 

resources... a southern staple, the collard leaf, was bound to a black woman’s head as a 

headache cure.” Enslaved women grew common medicinal herbs like garlic, sage, and 

calamus root. Nurses and midwives would grow the arrowroot as food for infants. Pepper 

and dogwood tea were used for breaking a fever. And snakeroot was used to cure a



stomach ache. According to recollections from slave narratives, “The old people could 

read to the woods like a book. Whenever you were sick, they could go out and pick 

something, and you’d get well. (pg. 116 in Fett)”

Enslaved herbalists brewed teas, tinctures, salves, and creams as part o f their 

medicinal practice. Herbalists would use leaves from a peach tree for an upset stomach. 

Sage and Catnip leaves were used to make soothing poultices when babies would break 

out with hives. Black women also used pine tops to make bath steams and soaks for 

children who were suffering from pneumonia to ease their breathing. To diagnose 

someone who was ill, slave herbalists assessed the body by looking at physical, moral, 

and supernatural causes. Slave herbalists would do consultations with their clients and 

even do a series o f blood tests. For many enslaved herbalist, a person’ s blood was key 

factor in diagnosis in addition to the moral and supernatural diagnosis. Sassafras root was 

a key herb in facilitating seasonal blood cleansing.

Slave narratives also illustrate the intrusive nature o f Western research, as well as 

the exploitative nature o f western medicine in abusing the healing knowledge o f African 

women for capital, thus further exploiting black women and their relationship to the land. 

“In an era when bleeding and purging were the medical profession’s accepted therapies 

for most varieties o f disease and conditions, doctors looked to these practicing slave 

women for information on how to cure diseases o f the slaves and those o f their owners as 

well.” A similar claim is made in the stories o f white mistresses on Southern plantation 

who looked to enslaved women for answers to their medical concerns. As one white 

mistress states, “ Black women waited on everyone. Within the slave quarters it was them
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who administered food and medicine, eased pain, caught the babies, soothed and wrapped 

injuries, and prepared the bodies of the dead for burial (pg. 118 in Felt).”

h e r b s  a n d  p l a n t s  i d e n t i f i e d  b y  o t h e r

Scholars have identified a number o f  plants and herbs used by ,lav
were not identif.ed in the WPA narratives. Wonda Fontenot (19941>
piled a list of thirty four plants used for medical purposes, including ft,
lowing:

• Arrowhead (Sagittaria platyphylla) was a swamp plant made imo ne 
laces to be worn by teething babies to  draw pain and fever out

• Basil (Ocimvm basilicum) leaves were made into a health tonic.
• Baume (Monarda punctata) is a mint-flavored plant that was made into 

a tea for colds, colic, and dysentery.
• Bay tree (Persea borbonia) bark was m ade into a tea for liver problems 

and colds. The leaves were sometimes made into crosses and hung over 
doors to ward off evil.

• Carenco plant (Lindera benzoin)—  the leaves from this mint-like bush, 
also called the spice bush, were used for arthritis and were also mixed 
with sassafras and com shucks for children's skin.

• Courtableau (Catalpa bignonioides) bark was m ade into a tea for 
purging.

• Goat Plant or Goatweed (Croton capitatus) was a popular plant that was 
used to make a tea for influenza.

• Hackberry tree (Celtis laevigata) bark was used to  make tea and report
edly was good for kidney ailments.

• Indian turnip (Arisaetna triphyllum) root, also known as jack-in-the- 
pulpit, was boiled and used for kidney, liver, and ulcer problems.

• Iron leaf/ironweed (Veronia missturica) leaves were made into a tea for 
weak bladders.
Le Mamou (Erythrina herbacea), or coral bean's roots, were used to 
make a cough syrup or as a simple tea for colds.

ongui er (Baccharis halimifolia), or groundsel bush, was made into 
a tea for colds and fevers.

• S T J j r 0 Ŝerenoa rePens) was used as a health tonic, 
fevers ^  e ($ida rhombibolia) this grass was made into a tea 0

Table 1: Herbs and Plants Used By Slaved Identified by Historians in Covey
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place of origin). dating the earliest written reference, locating the sighting, 
and specifying who reported it. In cases where a crop was introduced both 
by Arabs (or Berbers)^and Europeans, I include both. The plants are 
grouped by category and in order of their appearance in the written records 
for western Africa. Nearly all the written sources were fully detailed in the 
original paper.

Abbreviations used: Af = Africa; Am=the Americas; As=Asia; GC=<3old 
Coast (now Ghana); Med=Mediterranean area; Port=Portuguese; SL=Sierra 
Leone; S. Tiago=S2o Tiago (a/k/a Santiago) in the Cape Verde Islands; S. 
Tom6=S5o Tom6. Benin refers to old Benin in Nigeria.

Cereals
Maize (Am) 1554 GC Eden

2. Asian rice 1574-1625 SL Donelha

Root Crops
3. Taro (As) prehistoric13
4. Sweet potato (Am) 1520-40 S.Tom£ Anon Port Pilot
5. Turnip (Med) 1337-38 Mali/Kanem al-'Umari

1572 Elmina Port source
6. Greater yam (As) 1591 S.TomS Port source
7. Cassava (Am) 1612 Gabon Brun

y  8. Tiger nut (Med) 1662-69 GC Milller
9. Carrot (Med) 1698 Whydah Bosman
10. Radish (Med) 1698 Whydah Bosman

.✓ ll.Tannia (Am) 1843 GC Reindorf
v /l2 . Arrowroot (Am) 1843 GC Reindorf/Freeman

Pulses
13. Chick-pea (Med)
14. Fava bean (Med)
15. Pea (Med)

S/16. Scarlet runner (Am)
17. Common bean (Am)
18. Lima bean (Am)
19. Pigeon pea (Al/As)
20. Jack bean (Am)

1512 Congo Port source
1600-01 Senegal/Benin Marees/Ruiters
1600-01 Senegal/GC Marees
1600-01 GC Marees
1645-48 Congo da Roma
1645-48 Congo da Roma

Table 2: Plants o f West Africa Brought to the United States. Pg.65 in
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Oil Plants
21. Peanut (Am) 1664 Congo/Angola Cavazzi
22.Castor-oil (Af) 1681-82 Elmina Barbot
23. Physic nut (Am) 1839 GC Freeman

Vegetables
24. Onion (Med) 1154 Senegal al-Idrisi

1645-48 Congo da Roma
25. Garlic (Med) 1337-38 Mali al-'Umari

1645-48 Congo da Roma
y/26. Cabbage (Med) 1337-38 Mali al-'Umari

1666-67 GC ViUault
27. Eggplant (Med) 1337-38 Kanem/Mali al-'Umari

1572 Elmina Port source
28. Kale (Med) 1572 Elmina Port source
29. Purslane (Med) 1701-02 Assini Loyer
30. Sorrel (Med) 1701-02 Assini Loyer
3?. Lettuce (Med) 1709-12 Accra Rask

s/ 32. Cauliflower (Med) 1709-12 Accra Rask
33. Shallot (Med) 1788-89 Principe Labarthe
34. Tomato (Am) 1824 Senegal Monod
35. Chive (Med) 1861-64 Yorubaland/ Burton

Dahomey
36. Sweet pepper (Am) ?

Cucurbits
37. Melon (AtfMed) 1352-53 Gao Ibn Battuta

c l506-07 S.Tiago Fernandes

38. Pumpkin (Am) 1564-65 Guinea S parke

39. Cucumber (Med) 1506-10 Gao Leo Africanus
1579-83 Congo Lopes

40. Squash (Am) ?

Fruits
41 j Bananas/Plantains (As) prehistoric
42. Pomegranate (Med) 1269-86 Kanem Ibn Sa’id

1520-40 S.Tiago Anon Port pilot

43. Fig (Med) 1337-38 Kanem/Mali al-'Umari
cl 506-07 S.Tiago Fernandes

44. Lime (Med) 1337-38 Kanem al-'Umar
cl 506-07 Gambia Fernandes

Table 3: Plants o f West Africa Brought to the United States
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45. Lemon (Med)

46. Sour orange(Med)

47. Citron (Med)

48. Coconut vAs)
^49. Tamarind (Af/As) 
V̂ O. Pineapple (Am)

5 .Pricldy pear (Am)
52. Papaya (Am)
53. Guava (Am)
54. Swceisop (Am)
55. Soursop (Am)
56. Cashew (Am)
57. Sweet oisnge(Med)
58. Mango (As)
59. Avocado (Am)
60. Breadnut (Am)
6] Passion fhiit(Am)
62. Breadfruit (As)
63. Barbados cberry(Ain)
64. Hog plum (Am)
65. Mammee apple (Am)
66. Pitanga cherry (Am)
67. Star apple (Am)
68. Sapodilla pluin(Am)

Spices and Flavorings
69. Sugarcane (Med)

70. Clove (As)
71. Coriander (Med)
72. Mint (Med)
73. Ginger (As)
74. Lovage (Med)
75. Hot pepper (Am) 

v'fis. Cardamom (As) 
v77  Tarragon (Med)

78. Cinnamon (As)

1456 Gambia Gomes
C1509-13 Kano Leo Africanus
cl 505-08 S.Tiagcv Fernandes/

S.Tomd Pacheco Pereira
C1509-13 Kano Leo Africanus
C1505-08 S.Tiago/ Fernandes/

S.Tom6 Pacheco Pereira
1519 Cameroon Femindez de Enciso
1579-83 Congo Lopes
1600-04 GOBcnin Marees/Ulsheimer
1647 S.Tiago Ligon
1647 S.Tiago Ligon
1647 S.Tiago Ligon
1647 S.Tiago Ligon
1668 Angola Dapper
1668 S.Tom£ Dapper
1679 GC Baibot
1824 Senegal Monod
1824 Senegal Monod
1843 GC Reindorf
1850 SL, Liberia Bowen
1850-56 Lagos Bowen
7
1
7
?
7

twelfth cent. Gao al-Zuhr
1485 S.Tome Port source
1572 Elmina Port source
1572 Elmina Port source
1572 Elmina Port source
1579-83 S.Tom6 Lopes
1600-01 GC Marees
1686 Gambia LaCouibe
1688-1702 GC Bos man
1688-1702 GC Bos man
1693 S.Tonrf Oettiager

fable 4: Plants o f West Africa Brought to the United States
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Another recounting o f the impact o f Black women herbalists stated that after the 

sick patient was cured the healing methods used by the enslaved herbalists would then be 

disseminated by white people and used by white doctors. “...Once obtained, the medical 

news was rapidly disseminated throughout the newly organized medical community of 

the United States- in medical publications, in medical education and in meetings of 

fledgling professional associations of white medical men.v

Similar to the African practices of Ifa and rootwork that were preserved in the 

United States, Africans in the Caribbean and in Brazil also retained their spiritual 

practices and developed reputations as slave herbalists and doctors in their countries 

during slavery. The practices of Santeria and Candomble used similar methods to the 

conjuring work o f Voodoo in the U.S. and were used to diagnose and treat illness for 

enslaved Africans in the diaspora. In Santeria, wild egwes (plants) are the plants that are 

believed to possess powers for healing. Homegrown plants and domestic plants grown on 

farms or in gardens lack ashe. Ashe being the divine power that allows the healing of 

disease and promoting o f health.

In the practice o f Santeria, Santeros (priests) use various stalks, weeds, flowers, 

and branches for cleansing, as well as petitioning for the support and influence o f the 

orishas. In the Caribbean and Brazil the several hundred Orishas were reduced to several 

dozen in the Americas. O f these several dozen, twelve o f them are the most known and 

acknowledged for botanical health use. Each of the twelve orishas has their own healing 

domain ana an associated plant pharmacopeia for healing. “Oshun, deity o f beauty and



vanity, oversees aromatic leaves used in healing baths. These plants include sunflowers, 

cinnamon, yams, and honey. Obatala, god o f peace and tranquility, controls parts of the 

body-head, thoughts, dreams, - and his leaves are called on to heal blindness and 

paralysis. Most healing rituals and ceremonies involve the use of leaves, root, bark, or 

plant reproductive structures. (Voeks)”

The majority o f captured Africans were sent to Brazil, giving ancestral West 

African spirituality and medicine a very large presence there. In 1832 more than 73% of 

enslaved Africans in Brazil were bom on the continent of Africa (Voeks 1993). Priests, 

magicians, and herbalists frequently retained, even as slaves, a measure o f their previous 

status. This in turn facilitated the survival of a social hierarchy “necessary to the 

existence o f the shaman class,” and reinforced the collective knowledge o f African 

ethnomedicine among the African population (Voeks 1993).

Brazil, which received more than four million enslaved Africans, retains African 

religious and medical systems that have become orthodox in Brazilian culture. A highly 

esteemed practitioner o f Candomble is considered a person “who knows all the leaves.” 

Flora and their products are essential in every Candomble ceremony and ritual. Leaves, 

seeds, and living plants are used to treat medical problems. Research has shown there are 

studies in which Nigerian spiritual practitioners would take pilgrimages to Brazil in order 

to reconnect with African spiritual practices and gain insights into lost ceremonies and 

rituals, further demonstrating the resiliency of Africans in Brazil and their ability to 

preserve pre-colonial West African customs.



CONTEMPORARY OVERVIEW

The United States has millions of immigrants from the African diaspora.

When immigrants of the diaspora immigrate to the U.S. many cultural practices are 

brought with them, including traditional African healing practices. According to Michael 

Balik and Fredi Kronenberg, about 85% of traditional medicines globally, use plants as a 

source for primary health care. Their work on “Medicinal Plants Used By Latino 

Healers” focuses on urban communities in New York City where botanical practice is 

used in the everyday health o f Afro Latina women. Immigrants of the African diaspora 

buy, sell, and use herbs through local vendors and herb pharmacies called “botanicas 

which provide fresh herbs, dried herbs, tinctures, and ritual items such as candles, oils, or 

sacred water” such as Agua Florida (Balick, 2000).

Botanicas allow for Afro-Latino immigrant families to exercise cultural agency by 

preserving traditional plant knowledge as well as providing remedies to their own 

communities in a way that is culturally specific and less costly. Similarly, in Miami, 

Puerto Ricans buy folks remedies from Cuban grocers. Healing in Santeria also includes 

the prescriptions of herbal baths. The patient or sick person acquires the prescribed plants 

and prepares the bath at home by tearing and crushing the plants, mixing their juices and 

leaves with scents, oils, or flower petals in a tub of cold water and bathe themselves. In 

New York, Cuban patients are treated by Puerto Rican curanderas and espiritistas as well 

as Santeros. Puerto Rican patients go to Haitian folk healers, Black American folks 

healers may see West Indian patients, and Black Americans can become Santeros 

(Brandon, 1991).
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Fig. 1—African magico-medical systems in the New World.

Fig. 1 African Magic Medicine System in the New World



METHODOLOGY

The following section consists of the methodologies used this thesis. The second 

phase of the methodology is a series of in-depth interviews conducted with three African 

American identified community healers for the purpose o f understanding the relationship 

between Black women and land as a conduit to health. I invited these three women to 

share their stories o f exploration with plant medicine which includes their oral histories 

as well as how they each understand land as a conduit to the health of Black Americans.

The research participants were selected based on the following criteria: 

Participants were required to identify as African American women or descendants of 

American slavery. Each participant was required to have twenty or more years of 

experience in the field o f plant medicine. Each participant was required to have their 

healing work based in the San Francisco Bay Area and focus specifically on the 

relationship between Black bodies, healing, and land; whether via farming, 

pharmacopeia, medicine, or herbalism. Participants were recruited through a snowball 

method, which allowed me to acquire information from members o f the San Francisco 

Bay Area community about each of the participants and their expertise in the area of 

Afro-diasporic medicinal knowledge. From the pool of potential research participants I 

narrowed down the interviewees based on their availability, willingness to participate, 

and their ability to meet all the necessary criteria of the research methods.

The approach for the research methodology was determined based on the overall 

intent of the thesis, which is to explore how land has served as a conduit to the health and 

spiritual wellness of Black identified women. It was determined that the interview 

method would be the most effective due to its ability to support in collecting oral



histories. It was also determined that interviews would be a great indication of how much 

botanical knowledge Black women have been able to retain throughout generations. The 

interviews reflect intergenerational knowledge and share ancestral systems of botaj cal 

work. The research participants vary in age range from 37-65 covering multiple 

generations of African botanical knowledge in the Bay Area. For this study, the research 

was limited to Black women residing in the Bay Area. Although the focus on Black 

women in the Bay Area limited the scope of the research, my intention is to expand this 

research into a larger project that will explore the implications of land as a conduit to 

health for Black women throughout the diaspora. Despite the limitation of my research 

population, the interviews provided in this study serve as a strong start to a larger 

conversation within the field of Ethnic Studies.

My first research participant serves as an African Medicine Woman and Holistic 

Nutritionist in the San Francisco Bay Area community. She has over thirty years of 

experience facilitating healing spaces, dialogues, and workshops on topic of health in the 

African community. Her work is centered heavily around women’s health with an 

emphasis in the African diet.

The second interviewee is a Black American woman who explores refraining our 

relationship to land through her non-profit organization that seeks to re-establish the 

relationship with nature through community farming and introducing Black children to 

nature through camping and community gardens.

My final interview was conducted with Black woman who identifies as an 

herbalist, healer, and apothecary owner. All interviews were performed in a structured,



conversational interview style with prepared questions developed by the interviewer to 

explore and answer the questions previously mentions in the abstract. The themes in the 

interview explore the scope of the following questions: What is the historical and 

contemporary relationship between black women in the United States and land? Is there 

a need to create sacred space with land? And how do black women go about creating 

sacred spaces with the land?

Below is the methodology, which includes oral histories as well as transcriptions for all 

the interviewees.
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BLACK WOMEN HEALER INTERVIEWS

PARTICIPANT ONE: African Medicine Woman

How long have you been doing this work?

Over 30 some odd years.

How did you get started in the work?

Well, I remember when I was young, like, 9, 10,11 I wanted to be a doctor. And then as I 

got older I just realized what kind o f doctor I wanted to be. So I always knew I wanted 

that, and I started off as a massage therapist.... that’s how I started and they were like 

‘oooh, you’re really really good!’ I was like “really?” And then I went off to Europe and 

came back and I went to dietetic school. I found my mentor who was a African Medicine 

Woman in Jamaica and then I started working with her one-on-one for 12 years and then 

it just kinda like, you know when you’ve started on the path you just start meeting 

people. And I apprenticed with them... so I apprenticed with her for 12 years and went 

back and forth to Jamaica for years. So my more professional aspects o f Healing Arts 

came when I was in the Bay Area in 1978 and I move to the Bay Area 1977.1 became 

interested in massage but it was more for personal reasons. And then I changed my diet 

when I moved from the East Coast to the West Coast where I became a vegetarian and 

learned about food and the impact o f food on health. That's when all the people around 

me were teaching me about food in the impact o f food on health and then from there I 

went to Europe to study the relationship between food and culture. I went to Paris and I 

also became fluent in French and I learned that a language can dictate the psychology of a



people, so we think about language and would think about Gatekeepers but you can tell a 

lot about a people by the way the language is put together so as I begin to speak it I begin 

to understand their psychology.

And then from there I went to Guadalupe. And Guadalupe is a french-speaking 

colony and that was when I was first introduced to living off the land. We had no 

electricity and no running water, none o f those conveniences. I had a beautiful 6 month 

old when I was there, and we were cooking an open fire and I was walking in the 

wilderness “shopping” from trees. And then I was there for 6 months and then I return to 

Paris and then I return back to the United States and then I began to work with a 

Medicine Woman in Jamaica for 12 years so I went back and forth to Jamaica and this 

one was more o f a Wilderness training and more training me around fear and moving past 

my fear.

I stayed anywhere from 6 months to a year. I did not go into the city for seven days and 

eight nights. I would stay there and pray and meditate and fast and I would take a shower 

in the waterfall and I would wait to receive my messages in my direction for the 

following year which always came on day seven. And the Medicine Woman she would 

work with me around my fears and how to face them so I did that for 12 years and then I 

began to see people for help and healing to begin speaking at the University of West 

Indies in Jamaica. I spoke at retreats and then other things started to happen as a result. 

She was a Rasta woman and then Rasta the women are very submissive to the men and 

she was the only Rasta woman that I ever saw put a Rasta man in check. I never seen 

women talk to men like that and they bowed down to her.



Also and that time I became a professional massage therapist and then I also 

added spiritual guidance and counse ng to my work and that’s when I became a part of 

the University Without Walls, which is a group o f Healers. And I would use my body as 

a laboratory. So then I went to Africa I went to Nigeria with a Medicine Man and a 

Medicine Woman. They’re what they call “witch doctors.” And people would come to us 

for treatment. After that, I got married and my husband and I opened up a clinic in our 

home. And then I moved out here and opened up a practice out here. I always loved 

medicine and I always love classes so I started doing classes for wellness for 

organizations

Do you find it difficult to find a lot of Black women who do this kind of work?

No! There’s a lot o f us!

So did you have to learn the plants? What is the process like for learning the herbs?

Well see, I’m not an herbalist. I’m an African Medicine Woman so I use herbs so 

I have studies in various places, where as an herbalist just studies herbs, right. So for me I 

studied herbs when I was with the Jamaican medicine woman and they were primarily 

Jamaican herbs. And then when I came here in the states I worked with a Master herbalist 

and he taught me herbs.



You said you work with a Jamaican herbalist, do you And that there are certain 

herbs that work better for Black people than other herbs?

Yes. Yes. Yes. Absolutely! I find that for example...well, any herbs that’s in the 

tropics works better for us. Jamaican, African, even Native American, here. I find that 

Chinese herbs, some ya know...not as potent. That doesn’t mean they don 7 work, they 

just not as potent for our bodies as some other ones.

Why do you think that is?

They’re from China. We’re not Chinese.

So, is it something about the way that they (plants) grow in the tropics?

Well it’s just the Earth. And some believe that you shouldn’t eat anything beyond 

ten miles past where you live.

So for African people who don’t live anywhere near Africa and who’ve been 

separated from their land, how do we find the right plants or nutrition for our 

bodies when we aren’t near the land and find the plants that are more conducive to 

our health?

For us, because we are a displaced people, we have to consider other things. So 

we want to eat fruits that grow high in the sun. So your mangos, pineapple, coconut 

waters... because they grow closer to the sun and we are a sun people; even bananas. So 

that’s one of the things for us and then your herbs... so we’ve adapted here which is why 

I said many Native Americans herbs work for us because we’ve adapted here for so many 

centuries that w e’ve kind o f been here. And then o f course, the Jamaican herbs; anything
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that is blessed with that kind of sun. Even though we shouldn’t be eating anything out of 

season, we’re already out o f season because we’re not in our own place. And greens. 

That’s another one. No matter where you are Black people always ate greens no matter 

where they were they ate greens. Africa, the islands, greens is a staple. So we should 

always have greens in our diet along with all the tropical high energy food. It doesn’t 

matter if  it’s out o f season because we’re out o f season.

What do you believe displacement from land does to the body?

Well let's start with what displacement from land does to the psyche; because 

what it does to the psyche runs around what it does to the body. So right away it starts 

with digestion. We do not digest food as well. The sun has a direct correlation on our 

digestive system. And it is the Tropical Sun. Like for example, when I am in Jamaica I 

can eat so much more food and not have any trouble with elimination at all. And I come 

here and I have to make sure I take something at least once a week. And I go out o f my 

way to eat healthy here so the Sun impacts the digestive system.

Being displaced from our land has us captivate. Meaning, when you're in Jamaica 

when you're in the land, most of your life is outside. You don't spend most of your life 

inside most of your day is spent outside. So you have a completely different relationship; 

you have a relationship to nature and a relationship to life and how you live because life 

is outside. Our life is inside walls. That’s a major difference that I see. There's a different 

level o f animation, this different level of vitality. And there’s the difference between if 

you live in the city in Africa and if you live in the country and Africa.



You're more relaxed, you walk slower, it causes you to slow down, it causes you to be 

more creative. Here we're conditioned that we grow up, we go to school, or get a job. In 

Jamaica there's more people than there are jobs so it causes people to be creative about 

how they are going to take care o f themselves, because of necessity.

The quality o f the air is different. I've had my own experience with it because my 

son, when we were in Africa for 6 months. We were in Philadelphia for about 6 months 

and then I moved out here to California. California does a lot of spraying (chemicals). I 

remember I saw them spraying one day, and that night my son went into a coma. And I 

called my naturopathic doctor. (They) got me to give him cayenne and something... and 

he instantly woke up. And she told me it had to do with the quality of the air. So because 

he had been in such pure quality of air in Africa and he came here the quality o f the air 

impacted him and he went into a coma...so our lungs and our lung capacity, and our 

digestions, and our strength.

So I feel like places like the islands, Jamaica, Nigeria,... I find island people were 

able to keep more o f their African self because of the terrain it was more like our native 

land. We live in a concrete jungle. There is a relationship between the Earth and our feet 

and the energy of the land that we walk in and the energy being transferred up and 

through our body. I am very sensitive to electromagnetic field. So I have to take herbs 

and use magnets so that the electromagnetic field doesn’t disrupt my sleep.

We have to go out of our way to hydrate. The nature of the island is hydrating. And the 

main thing is the stress. They have a different kind of stress. The kind of stress we have



here is incomparable. And when you don't have that level of stress your whole body 

relaxes, so there's less opportunity for disease to set in. So if you have a little bit of 

health consciousness in your mind, you don't have to put a loi o f effort out. Like, the 

effort I put out to be healthy here is double the effort I have to put out in Jamaica. I eat 

way more and I'm way healthier.

Do you believe that land carries trauma the way that people do?

Wow that's an interesting question, I never thought about that. I would say, yes. 

Because I know the land carries history. Because that why when people go to the islands 

and “The Door O f No Return” (in Ghana), the land is carrying the energy, people feel it. 

So it is in the land. Also notice the way that we directly treat the land that the land is in an 

uproar and the land is angry with us. And that's why we're having all these weather issues 

but we also know that (they) manipulate the land. But if  I look at land as “mother” and 

look at land as a feminine energy absolutely the land can carry trauma.

So if the land can carry trauma, how do you heal the land?

It's interesting because I was in a conversation with a bunch of women yesterday 

about blood ritual and we were talking about women and whether or not having a blood 

ritual meaning having a cup that catches your blood and taking our blood that is high in 

minerals and pouring it back into the land is actually a way to connect us in a way to 

rejuvenate the land, and if women began to have a blood ritual that that would be very 

powerful.
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What would a Blood Ritual look like?

So they have this thing called the Diva Cup and you would catch the blood in 

there on a daily basis when you're on your cycle and then you would take it and pour it in 

the garden if you have a garden or in the backyard ideally there. If you don't have it that 

way. then if you have a room plant and you actually grow your plants with that blood if 

you don't have a garden.

Who was yourfirst Medicine Woman?

My family comes from the South and my grandmother was a sharecropper so I 

say that my grandmother was my first Medicine Woman because she came up and she 

was growing her own food in the city and she had me hoeing on the land and I was not 

feeling it. Haha. And the way she engaged with the land; there was no doubt that she was 

going to engage with the land. She always had a garden and she didn't grow plants she 

grew food.

Do you believe that African American people shy away from land because of the 

trauma of slavery?

It's interesting because I had this woman say to me once, she was a woman who 

did family trees...and I used to ask my grandmother to tell me about her life because she 

was a sharecropper, but she never would do it. And finally the woman who did the family 

tree for me she said, “do you know why?” and I said ‘hell no,’ And she said, “because for 

you and your generation you're looking at it from a place o f historical information, for 

her you're asking her to relive her trauma.” So that's why the old folks never talk about it,



because you're asking them to relive their trauma. Along with the straight manipulation, 

my grandmother always said, ‘No matter what I’d do, when I took my food to the white 

man he never gave me what was due.’ She said, ‘Time and time again he always cheated 

me. And I never had enough to feed my family. I couldn't grow enough cotton, couldn't 

grow enough food, no matter what I did they always cheated me.’ And that's why she 

moved from the South to the North to clean white people's houses. And then after she 

told me that I stopped asking her.

Do you believe that there are certain herbs and plants that are more conducive for 

our health than others?

Oh yes, I do. I find that in this country Native American herbs they are better for 

us here then say the Chinese herbs. And and I think that between the islands and I think 

more importantly in those places unless you got sick the food was medicine. Things like 

pineapples and coconut; the food is the medicine. The medicine is in the land. And you 

only took herbs if something was wrong so that's why I say I'm healthier when I go to the 

island because the potency of the quality o f the food in the direct sunlight is so strong and 

vital. So there's a whole theory o f you're not supposed to eat food 15 miles of where you 

live. This is not our native land so it's important for us as tropical people to get tropical 

food in our body because we can't get to the tropical land. We can get to the tropical land 

by eating the tropical food and it going into our bodies pineapples, coconuts, coconut 

water, those are the three that come to mind that I would say it's important that black 

folks eat.
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Do you believe that there is a cure for every disease or illness?

Oh, yes. Because I see it in nature. I see in nature where you have a poisonous 

plant, and right next to the poisonous plant is a plant that is the antidote to the poison 

plant. So that tells me in life that if  we have an ailment or a disease that there's also an 

antidote. We know that there are man-made diseases that they engineer... but yes, I 

believe there's a cure for every single disease. But they're not looking for cures. The 

money is in the research. They're not looking for a cure for cancer. You know how much 

jobs will be lost how much money would be lost? That's why they killed Doctor Sebi. 

They've been trying to get to Dr. Sebi for a long time. And now that Dr. Sebi got famous 

because he was working with some celebrities...they were trying to get him years ago. 

What are your feeling on the medical industry and why is there such a deliberate 

need to keep us sick?

Because it’s an industry. It's a consumer industry, so if we don't get sick, they 

don't get paid. But even how the AMA (American Medical Association) got started, The 

American Medical Association, the reason they came together as a group is because the 

majority o f people were going to herbalists and they (herbalists) were the ones that the 

people were going to. So now these people are going to medical school to spend all this 

money, but the majority of people were still not coming to them, so they ganged together 

to create society and Association and then they passed these laws and then they created a 

whole medical industry. So now they have money, and they can do publicity, and they 

can do propaganda all of that. It's a way to get the people away from the herbalists and to



the doctors with the American Medical Association so they can pay their loans back that's 

why AMA was discovered; created.

How does nature fight a man-made disease?

Well, take AIDS for example or HIV, which I consider a engineered disease. One, 

it depends on how strong your body is and your immune system even within the medical 

association there are people with HIV and AIDS living longer periods of time living long 

full live but they're paying for it because those drugs are expensive so it's not just about 

taking herbs...so in terms o f being HIV-positive or a if  I were to contract it I would 

definitely be able to get rid of it and I would know who to go to. But I also believe that 

my immune system is strong. Our bodies both have the toxins and the antidote inside of 

us; there's a balance; it's not like we don't have toxins in us. So if  you keep those things 

in balance then most o f everything that comes in our body we can actually fight it off 

with our immune system but most people’s immune systems are compromised because of 

antibiotics. Antibiotics are the number one tool designed to break down people's immune 

systems and they give you antibiotics for almost everything. That's intentional. I've taken 

antibiotics twice in my life. I avoid them. And then they want to turn around and give you 

probiotics; and you're going to pay for both.
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PARTICIPANT TWO: Community Activist/ Community Farmer and Founder of 

Bay Area Non-Profit

Do you believe that the land carries trauma?

It bio remediates. I actually would have to say that nature continues to regenerate 

itself. It’s the humans that have more trouble with the trauma actually. If  we could begin 

to mimic nature to some degree... now think about the ice age, think about how this 

planet has regenerated itself. Now it may jack up the human's existence... which is why 

we need to think about how we use this planet, but the planet and soil has this way of 

remediating itself over and over. But we have to remember the humans are the number 

one “companion crop” to allow that to happen. So there can be trauma that lies, but that 

trauma is mainly coming from the humans if they are not acting as a companion crop.

A lot o f times humans are actually causing more trauma to the land that keeps 

giving. And it just keeps replenishing itself over and over again. It's like, the state of 

California is a “fire ecology”, meaning we thrive on fire, the ecology o f the state is fire, 

so we need certain fires in order to get certain things to happen in our soil. Like recently 

we had all these fires and some o f these “eco-weirdos” were like, ‘well we can't wait to 

see which flowers that we haven't seen for thousands o f years that will now emerge 

because o f the fires.’ So it's like this idea that because o f the ash there are things that are 

going to come back that we haven't seen since...”
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How does land act as a conduit to health for Black people, particularly Black 

women?

It's our connection. We were not taught that it (land) was a companion; it was 

used as a tool to stop us. So I’m excited for you to tell stories because we have to have 

more. We need to know that it’s okay and then we can feel safe, because so much trauma 

happened for us in nature. Outside. Intentionally.

There's an idea when you've been raped that something is taken from you without 

your permission. There so many forms of rape because we often only think about 

penetration in a sexual way, but right now we're talking about land and how the land has 

been raped over and over and over again for us to get our selfish needs; it’s raped by 

other cultural groups. Right now we're in a drought and we’re mono-cropping. Go 

upstate, miles and miles and miles o f one crop it's not the community's watering your 

lawn, it's the people who decided that we only want to grow one thing on this strip of 

land alone.

Why is it important for Black women to reconnect to land?

Why is connecting back to land so important for black women? This is where 

everything comes from. We do this DNA seeding with the sistas and when I do herb 

spirals... and it’s amazing ‘cus when you’re germinating a seed sometimes you put it in 

water and you soak it, but you can also take that seed and put it in your saliva which is 

water and it’s now holding your DNA. And we do this work with the sistas so that there’s 

this connection...once we jump start this with your DNA this is now coated with your



DNA so when this plant grows its healing qualities which we know are so vast as now 

more specific to you because they were jump started with your DNA. So there’s this 

absolute connection that you can’t . .. .when you’re connected to that, your ability to 

remediate yourself inside is available. So for me it’s like, you can’t understand anything 

until you understand land.

What does the healing process look like?

I remember I worked with some amazing young girls in Hunters Point and when I 

first got to the garden they said to me, “We ain’t eatin that shit out the ground... Why 

would we eat that shit?” To walking into the garden and eating a piece o f kale right off 

(the stock) like, “Oh! It tastes hecka good in the morning! You gotta eat it in the 

morning!” To sending me pictures on the Snapchat of, “I’m making myself an herbal 

tincture bath. I picked this, I picked that” and there’s a picture of her bath filled with 

fresh herbs from the garden. And it was a cultivation process, it wasn t no quick fix 

because it requires so much capacity building that none of us want to do, we want to go 

into the skill.

We have amazing education outdoor programs in California. What’s sickening is 

we don’t want to cultivate the relationship; we don’t want to build the capacity again. We 

wanna teach people how to garden and talk about native plants. That’s the least o f our 

worries. The plants teach us, we don’t really have to teach about these scientific terms 

that the system has set up to keep us disconnected. More so, we need to show how this 

land is us. How we are one with it. So I spent every summer and a 15-passenger van 

traveling up and down California with 15 black girls visiting farms. Farms that were



owned by women, mostly women o f color, so that they can actually see women farming; 

building of their space and land...Let me be real, it's about meeting people where they are 

because there's trauma there; but how can I make it an ebb and flow.

Some people just think I'm crazy and say, “Oh you’re just a tree hugger.” That’s the 

commentary I get from my people. I live and grow up with a bunch of people who think 

I'm just crazy but, that's okay. But what I do know is what I see, and why I've “made it” 

is just because o f that connection and knowing that I can bio remediate just like a 

Redwood tree. That's the resilience. I want every black woman to do that. I want black 

women to know they can survive without all that. We were the minimalists first. We were 

the tiny house living people, tiny houses, and villages and...

My thing is like that's how our babies are thinking now, just kill you we are not 

thinking of the fact that when you're killing someone you’re killing you. So we look at 

life differently as we call them especially in Oakland but I love doing herb foraging in the 

hood If you watch Fennel and you want all these are of that comes through the cracks that 

we cost cement that people spray intentionally, just like they're doing with our children. I 

know there’s Chemtrails. So how do we take care o f ourselves from Chemical Trails by 

the intentional system? How do we cope with that?

I live in West Oakland and it's so funny raising the vibration in my backyard. I 

have chickens and I have a food forest in my backyard trying to bring pollinators to the 

yard right next to the steel condos in a residential neighborhood. And it's so scary 

because the neighbors are often peeking over the fence to this nature because it's natural 

for us to do. We actually seek it out.
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Do you think that we (Black people or African people in America) shy away from 

land because of trauma from slavery?

We have to be careful because a lot of us feel trapped in nature. I remember we 

went to a campsite and I was so excited because this was a nice campsite with bunk beds 

and everything and I was thinking they were going to like this because it was an upgrade, 

and one o f my babies she walked in and she started crying, and she said, “This reminds 

me of the shelter I had to stay in with my momma,” and this wasn't a place for her 

healing. And here I was, I didn't even know. Now I'm learning right on the spot and how 

do I cope with this and we had to do a group o f about that and then we talked about 

shelter and how they create sound system and have us living a certain way as opposed to 

how we use quadratic leave and how we used to live in Village light it's weird how we 

living now but if  no one has talked with them then we continue to perpetuate the idea that 

living in community or cooperative living is for people who don't have. So it's such a 

slippery slope how society uses indigenous stuff to cause oppression. So just spending 

time with those girls and decolonizing ourselves and just talking. That's the work we have 

to do in nature.

I got into herbs because I didn’t want to give my baby any more steroids. Here is 

the reality: my mother, her sister, her brother her mother and father are all dead from 

preventable diseases. My work the invention is so deep because I'm choosing but I don't 

want to leave here and preventable diseases they die from things like blood pressure and 

diabetes but it's deeper than that because it was a systematic approach and I there was



parts of me that angry but why didn't they change their diet but there were so many things 

set up for that, that are still set up. So my work is really aimed so I can go in and 

decolonize, so that this doesn't have to be the reality for all of my people; so this holistic 

health education, I want it to be in the hood.
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PARTICIPANT THREE: Clinical Herbalist and Apothecary Owner

What does displacement from land do to the body?

On an energetic level I think that there’s energetic medicine that would be great 

for accessing stored trauma in the DNA. Flower essences or...you could put in the context 

of trying to unlock and heal DNA. And then when I think o f African or black people I 

think of certain foods. But just that moisture so we need certain foods or herbs that bring 

moisture into the body, hydrate the cells, coat the nerves, and things like that to nourish 

the skin. So every plant has its own vibration and brings its own wisdom onto our planet 

and has its own way o f sharing it with us. Flower essences just help with healing and 

healing the energetic body so we can put together a beautiful formula for healing people 

who are dealing with ancestral trauma that was passed onto us. I think that’s a really 

powerful way o f doing it because it’s gentle but it would be an amazing tool.

How did you get started?

After I left home and one of my closest sisters that I ran with from Nicaragua, she 

and her family had run from the civil war in Nicaragua and she was super “roots”. And 

she taught me so much about face steaming, essential oils... then I ended up in school 

studying herbs and the call o f the plants and the planet was really loud. I think I started 

when I was like 17 and now I’m 37 so yeah.. .But just in my DNA, both sides o f my 

family were farmers they worked the land and relied on it.



Do you think that we (Black people or African people in America) shy away from 

land because of trauma from slavery?

Maybe it’s subconscious, but I think that the force is stronger that is pulling people away 

from the land. So things like urbanization...popular culture...what black people are...and 

us black people fitting into those stereotypes about what we’re meant to be.

It’s like that Talib Kweli line where he says, “We’re like slaves on a slave ship talking 

about who got the flyest chain.” And I think o f that., .filling this void from the outside but 

the void still remains. I think maybe subconsciously people stay away from the land, but 

it’s also like a “dirty” thing. Like when you go through Asia and certain places people 

who are darker work the land, so you’re poorer. Even just getting dirty, like the acting of 

getting dirty is just ya know..a weird trip they put us on.

Do you think that working with land can help black people heal from trauma, and 

in what ways?

Yeah, just the space and the peace. And even if in the beginning and things are a 

bit awkward at you’re learning how to use the tools and your a little bit sweaty and 

you’re body is making those shifts its just the space and the peace and the vibration of the 

plants and the smell o f the soil. Working in the soil has been proven to be an 

antidepressant. It just brings healing. I’ve worked with “hoods in the woods” groups 

where we bring troubled teens and bring them into the woods on these insane hikes and 

not even the first mile people are crying. But day in, and as they’re connecting they’re 

less afraid o f the dark. Realizing that just because it’s dark doesn’t mean that something
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is going to get you. There’s not ng to be afraid of. You can just relax into the silence. 

And then you start realizing that there’s so much more to yourself and just seeing people 

really evolve when you work with the planet. She’s our mama.

I think it’s a big part o f it and I also believe that women because we have 

menstrual cycles a part o f our role that we don’t really see anymore is that we’re meant to 

transmute energy. Our planet is not meant to take on the bulk of all this crazy energy and 

do all the transmuting herself. We are as well channels that can transmute the energy and 

when we start working with her we realize that not only are we her daughters but we’re 

her helpers her cycles are our cycles and she’s not just meant to give and give and give. 

And we have this symbiotic relationship... we have to take that power back to reclaim 

that place and, you know... the universal cycle.

Do you ever see women heal from trauma by working with land?

Oh yeah, absolutely. I've seen it in a huge variety o f ways. I went to a retreat in 

the old island o f Hawaii and there are these big Lava Tubes Set alarm o f workflow and 

then go to these big ships that are ust there and it will turn into a cave and doing the 

DVD homework and being very buried into the Earth screaming into the cave walking in 

the middle o f nowhere giving Feast to scream and scream and scream and cry and cry I 

cry if you laugh and laugh and laugh and she gives a - ( and will have to go I will have to 

leave this because we're in the city but we have all this pressure around us and people 

looking at you weird because we don't have the freedom with a safety to just do what we 

need to do I mean we can but you'll definitely feel something come back at you I've seen



people go through feeling and be able to drop into their bodies and being naked and not 

exceed o f the sexual things but a normal thing.

There's a lot. So there is in Western herbalism here in the US and in the Western 

World raspberry leaf is one o f the best womb tonics she just loves us she loves the womb 

and drinking strong concoctions o f raspberry tea before your cycle you feel a difference 

in the way you bleed and how you moon. And Shatavari which is a plant from India but 

we've been able to start growing here and because we are here and this is the land that 

we've been on there is something very awesome about having plans from different places 

around the world grow and where we live but Shatavari s an amazingly warm plant. She 

works really well with elders who have gone through menopause because when you go 

through menopause your vagina starts getting dry and she will bring the moisture back 

down there. The translation is ‘she with 5000 husbands.’ There are so many more of 

those flower essences... Easter Lily flower essence helps women who have cysts or 

fibroids or physical manifestation o f trauma in the reproductive system helps break that 

up. There are different flower essences... Easter Lily also helps with shame and guilt of 

being a sexual being and having that lodged into our bodies and creates the visible 

fibroids and all these emotions turn into manifested things and if  we don't find a way to 

work with them and feel them.

When I was seventeen I also went and started working doing the California 

Conservation Corps and was doing crazy work in Northern California and I went from 

LA to Northern California and places I just never knew I never imagined existed and the 

beauty o f these places with bliss going from spaces o f trauma to experiencing sensual
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bliss. Summer camps to work kids and never come out of the city and meet you a group 

in a single-family home we were struggling do you think you went on camping trips and 

now I remember one beach trip these things are rare for me and for so many children of 

color and kids trip out and are like, “oh my God it’s a squirrel!” Squirrel or things that I 

know I don't really take for granted but I'm used to seeing those things now but seeing 

people freak out around very normal animals bu t...”

I think I also carry a lot o f pain and maybe it is ancestral pain I don't know. Now 

that I have spent so much time and I know how to hear and I know that the sadness and 

heaviness on my heart is not necessarily just me but I can feel the sadness and heaviness 

of the planet. I'm feeling the plants and I can name those feelings and we're sharing this 

feeling and she is telling us what is happening. And what can I do? Offer her my 

blood...lay on her and tell her I love her. Acknowledge the plants that I see and do these 

little things to keep the exchange happening.

I think it's so important for us to have a space to get there because then we are not 

carrying all o f this on our head thinking that we are crazy or all these other colonized 

labels for all o f the things that we feel or the things happening in our head, this is 

universal... that is happening I'm feeling and receiving and sharing information, so what 

do we do with it? We give name to it and a big part o f it is the reclamation o f all of this.

A lot of us were uprooted from our land and our traditions and our language and so many 

people have gone through that and this is partly a reclamation and acknowledging that 

that we are not just here to take but there is a whole system that we fit into and we are 

very powerful and that we have purpose.
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Is it possible the reason we feel so much sickness on a spiritual level and on the 

energetic level it is because we're not collecting with land and I don't know if it's 

true, but I've always believed that land has a cure for everything. Is that true?

It’s definitely true. It's so beautiful. I'm very into viewing the plants as my 

ancestors because the plants were here. In terms of evolution our ancestors are algae and 

plants and everything on this planet is designed to work with us. Like, how is the 

raspberry leaf having such an affinity and love for my womb? How do these mushrooms 

that are like the immune system o f the planet working in my immune system too and how 

is your energy and your wisdom transforming my energy and my wisdom? It's crazy that 

we all fit just beautifully. It's magic. We’ve been uprooted and we don't live in traditional 

Villages where the elders taught us things are also having to reprogram our DNA to take 

on roles that we never would have before. So even for me as an herbalist working with 

women who are going through menopause and me never having gone through 

menopause... like that will be the role o f the elders in the village to teach the women and 

that's really happened to play roles that we never have had to before and take on more 

with the ability than we've ever had to in terms o f serving our communities and holding 

knowledge.

How do we go about reclaiming space?

I don't think any o f us do and I think that to a degree it's like when you have that 

destructive person in your family or destructive person in your community and you can 

scream and tell them how you feel and what the reality is what they're going to continue 

to do what they want to do and tell it comes to their own detriment. I used to feel a lot



different but now i'm like this is going to have to bum itself out and those of us that are 

here there are a lot o f people who feel like they need to know the plants and know how to 

farm and know the practices because we need this. It's always been my intuition that I'm 

part of the line o f people who is going to hold knowledge. There's so many answers and 

we can find it in plants it just happens a little bit slower. But I don't know how we can 

stop it.

I think we just take on that responsibility that we never had to take them before I 

like looking at how we spend our time and how we accumulate information I was so 

pleased when I look at my plants in I can understand them and say oh you're telling me 

you’re flowering now I get it or like oh that's what a ripe strawberry looks like 

These industries... people have literally sold their soul and have no conscience about the 

work that they do or that the work they do lead to the downfall of humanity.

Do you believe that the land has consciousness or a memory?

Absolutely. I mean she (the land) is so alive. Everything has intelligence that's 

what our modem culture has really forgotten that everything has an intelligence that's 

why natural medicines that work amazingly is because they're intelligent that's why 

things can reproduce, and change, and grow, and adapt to an environment because there 

is an intelligence and I just feel like a part o f working the land is that you need to learn 

how to listen. And your mind after connecting with the land for a chunk of time becomes 

more quiet and your intuition strengthens.
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How do we assist land and become better companion to it?

Well depending on where you are when you can do is just sitting in meditation 

and envisioning yourself you're doing visual journeys connecting with the planet and 

connect with the Earth and breathing with the planet extending your Love. Go into the 

sea and offering your gratitude and constant... those are little things that we can do that 

are really potent to our planet energy. Just like when you're feeling weak and your friend 

is like I love you and you can do it I'm so proud of you’ve done all these things that we 

can constantly do that and have that exchange with our planet, offering the planet my 

menstrual blood and.. .”

Is there a ritual involving that how do you offer your blood to the land?

Well because I've been uprooted and I have no tradition where I come from I just 

use my intuition and I feel and I make sure that I have that space sometimes because I do 

have a big Garden I would just collected and added to 5 gallons o f water with sage and 

I'll go out and water my plant with it and I have a lot o f medicinal plants and one thing is 

that it's very much like a computer in that now it knows where I'm at in the plant can 

almost go okay I know where these folks are at. I think that in this time it's hard because 

so many of us don't have these solids at traditions we feel like we need a that thing that 

this point the transformation is that you use your intuition and that you feel and that you 

offer however it is you bring your Sage. And the difference is that most of us are doing 

this stuff alone so if we actually started doing these things together we be creating 

tradition so as being able to be witnessed with our own blood I remember the first time I 

was young and I was in Hawaii and this woman takes her menstrual blood and just wipe
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their whole body with it and her face and I was like, whoa! A big part of us healing and 

connecting as being able to be witnessed and our trauma and our pain and our fears and 

our rage, and our peace just being vulnerable to express those things It’s sometimes so 

hard. A big part o f his healing as women is to be witnessed and if  we can create space to 

do these things together as women then...

Because certain herbs and plants are native to particular spaces, do you think 

that those herbs are conducive to the health of the people from that space?

I do, because They are being brought on that so I all and that air and that water 

and not soil and in that zone and it had a big discussion in my studies about Arabs about 

this and I do believe that on that level it's better to do what you can that's why I've been 

trying to support local farmers who grow plants from around the world and you're getting 

your medicine from within 50 miles of where you live also in the whole world of you we 

need to be bringing it closer in anyway because commerce is one o f the biggest 

destructive forces on our planet like I'm growing it Alfalfa here in California for people 

in China, so we're using California water Growing the start here sending it to China when 

they're perfectly capable o f growing it there. We just need to bring it in because things 

have gone so far out o f proportion and also in our hearts and our heads this energy is all 

blown out o f proportion in every way the transformation and our work is bringing it all 

back in.



Do you believe there are any dangers for us not being on our native soil because 

we’re not getting access to those native plants and crops and herbs, and we’re 

missing access to those herbs that may be better for our body and health?

I think about how so many of us are really blended up and even looking at my on 

genetics I’ve got the whole world in my blood. I think so I mean we've seen it we've seen 

it with traditional diets and different researchers going to different places that were 

introduced to sugar and flowers and watching people's palettes change and the formation 

of teeth change and new health problems come up and come through yeah I do. I do feel 

like we've drifted so far. I was thinking about our own bodies intelligence and that our 

bodies have been so thrown off that we don't understand what our bodies want anyway 

and there's so much reprogramming that needs to happen because your body is saying it 

wants all o f this white sugar and flour and wants instant gratification but that's the 

colonized part. I even feel that like when people are taken from their land.
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RESULTS

Based on the themes that were extracted during the interviews conducted in this 

study, the data revealed a community of Black women who have determined their 

relationship with land to be a multifaceted connection. This multifaceted connection has a 

multitude on intersections that explores the sacred and the magical, contributing to an 

intergenerational healing experience for Black American women. For this study I 

interviewed a Black woman who serves her community as a farmer, as well as a Black 

medicine woman, and a Black woman herbalist; all of whom have unique relationships to 

plants based on the work they do in the community. These women’s various modalities of 

connection to land cover a spectrum of ancestral knowledge that includes spiritual 

practice and agricultural work.

All o f the participants interviewed in this study acknowledged that land has a 

deep cultural and spiritual significance for Black American people. And they have all 

dedicated their lives in one way or another to restoring that sacred bond between Black 

women and the Earth. Their interviews reveal that Black women have kept the legacies of 

rootwork, conjure work, midwifery, and herbalism alive and strong in the black 

community in despite the physical and psychological traumas of slavery.
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DISCUSSION

Magic

The use o f divination as a retention practice came to the forefront during the 

interviews I conducted. There appears to be an overlap between tending to plants and 

crops, and using magic or divination as a means o f supporting the plants in their life 

cycle. I was particularly intrigued by the practice o f making a blood offering during 

women’s moon cycles as a ritual to honor the Earth and support the growth o f crops. The 

process o f germinating a seed and developing specialized medicine by encoding it with 

human DNA also had a magical quality to it. It was interesting to learn about the process 

o f developing specialized medicine with crops through the process o f encoding a seed 

with human DNA by means o f one’s saliva. Similarly, participant 3 discussed healing 

one’s DNA through the use o f flower essences.

The discussion about this is exciting and encouraging information because it 

means that despite the horrors o f slavery and the trauma that came with it, Black women 

have still been able to maintain their resilience and create pathways to assert their own 

agency. Black women have been keeping the legacy o f African spirituality alive in the 

black community both overtly and covertly for centuries.

Women

As previously mentioned in the introduction by Vandana Shiva, the powers that seek to 

control women also simultaneously seek to control nature. I found it particularly 

interesting that the black women who I interviewed all referred to land or Earth as



feminine. I think that referring to land as feminine is an especially important piece o f this 

research discovery and analysis because it highlights a previous point that the relationship 

between black women and Earth is not only symbiotic, but also acts as a mirror reflecting 

the similarities in trauma. During slavery black women's bodies were exploited as a 

resource. The black feminine body could be bought, sold, raped, and exploited, as a 

resource for gaining financial capital. This very same exploitation o f the Black feminine 

body can be seen in the historical relationship between European colonizers and land. 

Herb medicine

The enslaved medicine woman’s relationship to white doctors is a strong point of interest. 

While doing research for the historical overview portion o f this thesis, there were quite a 

few books and essays that discussed the role of enslaved women in supporting white 

doctors in their diagnosis o f illnesses. In some cases, white doctors were not able to 

diagnose or treat an illness and so they relied on the knowledge on enslaved women to 

provide the treatment for the patient. Learning about the dynamic between white doctors 

and black enslaved women was very interesting because it leads to more questions about 

the American Medical Association and other medical organizations that profited from the 

knowledge of enslaved women.

Healing

The primary intention of th research was to deconstruct the relationship between 

healing and black women’s relationship to land. A very important point that was brought 

up during my interviews was how the “companion” relationship between Black 

Americans and nature has shifted throughout the years. Both participant 2 and participant



3 shared stories about how their work with black people in the bay area has made fairly 

large strides in supporting the healing process for Black Americans who want to restore 

their relationship to nature. In the future I would like to see more writing and discussion 

about the trauma that Black people have experienced in nature.
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CONCLUSION

Based on my research, I have been able to see how slavery took a psychological 

and physical toll on black women. As participant 2 stated in her interview, the trauma of 

slavery, “was used to stop us,” and break the connection with land. This also sheds light 

on why Black Americans have distanced themselves from land over the generations and 

why preserving knowledge of slave medicine has become more difficult over the years. 

As participant one mentioned in her interview, older generations might associate working 

the land with the trauma of slavery, sharecropping and white supremacy.

The research participants in this study all shared their perspectives on the social 

implications of trauma on land and Black women and there appears to be some parallels 

between the two. One factor that stood out during the interviews was this concept o f a 

historical or intergenerational memory. We know from research studies that people of 

African descent have proven traces of intergenerational trauma. It appears through this 

study that land also has the capabilities o f having a stored memory and potential for 

experiencing or feeling trauma similarly to how women of color feel and experience 

trauma. However, according to participant 2, the Earth could be much better at recovering 

from trauma than humans, due to its ability to bio remediate.

The relationship between Black women and land is beautiful and complex. This 

relationship expands beyond the physical into the metaphysical, the psychological and the 

sacred. The Black woman s spiritual relationship to land explores the intricacies o f life,



death, nature, and the part that each of these concepts play within the experience of Black 

womanhood.

White supremacy and colonization sought to eradicate the African cosmology 

from people of African descent. Through this research it can be concluded that the 

attempt to sever the ties between black Americans and West Africa was unsuccessful. In 

addition to that, it can also be concluded that the white patriarchal systems that sought to 

control Mother Earth and Black women are incapable of completely subduing the power, 

resilience, and regenerative nature o f the Black feminine. The use of herbs and plants and 

roots to create medicines and explore the spiritual realm is evidence to the cultural 

retention of pre-colonial West African spiritual and agricultural practices including 

healing work. As black American women move forward and their Pursuit to educate 

other black women about there African ancestral knowledge, the gap between present- 

day black Americans and their ancestors will continue to become smaller.

Historically African women have been healers in their communities. Their 

relationship with the land is expressed through the use of herbs for healing, agriculture, 

spiritual rituals, and so on. Connection to land is a multifaceted Black cultural expression. 

In the development o f the western world, African healing methods and expressions have 

been perceived as pagan and out o f alignment with Western Christian values. This 

disregards the spiritual and cultural space African healing methods provide for African 

American people as a means o f preserving culture and demonstrating resilience.

Everything from plants, flowers, the ocean, fire, air, trees, and more is used in the 

rituals o f healing the body, spirit, and mind in African cosmology. The land and elements



play a direct role in the process of healing as each element and plant is believed to serve a 

specific healing function. This research informed me that the relationship between Earth 

and the black feminine body is a deeply integrated, interdependent, partnership. There is 

a symbiotic relationship that happens between the cycles of the body and the cycles o f the 

Earth, and exploring that relationship has the potential to restore balance and health to the 

black feminine body.

This research is significant to the disciplines o f Ethnic Studies and Africana Studies 

due to its continuation o f the conversation regarding the relationship between land and 

the body. Although Ethnic Studies has been a discipline with our universities since the 

strike o f 1969, Ethnic Studies is still a relatively young course or study with immense 

potential for growth and expansion in its research. As o f now, a considerable amount of 

research surrounding Ethnobotany has been contained within the discipline of 

Anthropology. Based on the research conducted throughout this study, I believe that there 

is a need for the research surrounding ethno-botany and spiritual practices to expand 

beyond the discipline o f traditional Anthropology and to be explored extensively within 

the discipline o f Ethnic Studies. Ethnic Studies is a very intersectional course o f study 

that allows for a large spectrum of dialogue and research pertaining to the construct of 

race and all of the identities that exist within that construct. I believe the discipline of 

Ethnic Studies could bring a more intersectional approach to Anthropology regarding the 

discussion around botanicals and spiritual systems of Black and non-Black people of 

color. While Anthropology exists as a predominantly White, and predominantly objective 

course of study, Ethnic Studies is specifically designed to explore and address the



experiences o f people o f color through the perspectives o f people o f color. Ethnic Studies 

offers a lens that can serve to potentially strip away any of the anti-Black and anti-Native 

rhetoric that surfaces in Anthropology and in other disciplines. As we move forward in 

developing more research on the subject of retaining Ethnobotanical knowledge and 

spiritual systems in Ethnic Studies my hope is to potentially expand this research into a 

comprehensive study that explores the retention practices o f Black identified women 

throughout the African diaspora and whether there is a correlation between the healing of 

the Black feminine body and the Black terrestrial body we know as Earth.
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